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Sleep 2013  Stand: M3 

LYNDON DESIGN UNVEILS INNOVATIVE FURNITURE COLLECTIONS AT 

SLEEP 

Sleep 2013 provides the perfect platform for Lyndon Design to parade its extensive 

collections of handcrafted furniture and to debut a line-up of inspirational and innovative 

new products that have been designed to wow the hotel sector. Specified widely 

throughout hotels across the globe, the company also aims to demonstrate exactly why it is 

a number one choice amongst architects, interior designers and specifiers. 

 

New high-backed meeting area 

Demonstrating Lyndon Design’s ability to create successful furniture designs that satisfy 

both contract and hospitality sectors, is ENTENTE – a new and innovative meeting area that 

effectively provides relaxed and informal seating. Perfect for those hotels that cater for the 

discerning corporate client, ENTENTE boasts the ultimate in aesthetics, comfort and 

innovation. Fully equipped to meet every technological need, ENTENTE also offers 

advanced acoustics with enhanced privacy, whilst retaining an open plan feel. 

 

New contemporary wing chairs 

Also taking centre stage is a new two-model range of luxurious wing chairs, aptly named Mr. 

& Mrs. Designed in-house by Caroline Atack, the new handcrafted Mr. & Mrs. wing chairs 

pay respectful homage to their stately grandeur, whilst incorporating contemporary touches 

that make them suitable for today’s hospitality and boutique hotel environment, and even the 

corporate arena. Designed to sit amiably alongside sofas and other furnishings, both chairs 

may alternatively be used as standalone pieces to make a bold design statement.  
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New Okki dining collection 

Epitomising all that Lyndon Design stands for - quality, elegance and unrivalled British 

craftsmanship - is a luxury new dining furniture collection named Okki, designed by David 

Fox. Incorporating an upholstered chair and co-ordinating dining table, Okki’s smooth 

curves and simple lines perfectly reflect David Fox’s harmonic design philosophy. The 

European oak timber used for the underframe of this collection demonstrates Lyndon 

Design’s prowess in handcrafting timber, and gives this product an exquisite finish.  

 

New dining chair collection 

Also being paraded is the Han dining chair collection – a design triumph from awarding-

winning designer, Mark Gabbertas. Boasting a rectilinear shape and flexible finish options, 

Han is designed to appeal to a wide variety of design environments including corporate 

dining and a range of hospitality settings. Made in expertly handcrafted timber, Han 

consists of an exceptional structure, incorporating hidden metal tenons for rigorous support.  

 

New Triad occasional tables collection 

Completing the line-up for Sleep is Lyndon Design’s new Triad occasional tables collection. 

Designed in conjunction with Mark Gabbertas, this collection features a bold yet elegant 

three splayed-leg design arrangement that cleverly unites a circular table-top with square 

edge detail. Each of the three tables incorporate an unusual ‘dish-effect’ courtesy of a 7mm 

bull-nose recess designed to ensure that items stay on the top surface – a practical and 

elegant design detail perfect for hospitality interiors. Triad is available in three heights and 

two finishes, and for an exciting alternative finish, the top may be specified in co-ordinating 

solid timber or 22mm textured white lacquer.  
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Commenting on its presence at Sleep, Managing Director, Tim Armitt said: “We are proud to 

unveil a line-up of luxurious handcrafted furniture that is befitting of Europe’s leading trade 

event for interior hotel products. Our product design and manufacturing capabilities are 

second to none and we and delighted to continue to support the hotel sector.” 

-ENDS- 

 

PHOTO-CAPTION: 

Pictured here: The new ENTENTE 

meeting area from Lyndon Design 

being unveiled at Sleep. Perfect for 

hotel and hospitality environments, 

this innovative high backed design 

effectively provides a relaxed and 

secluded seating area, whilst 

retaining an open plan feel.  

 

 

 

Part of The Boss Design Group – the UK’s leading seating manufacturer - Lyndon Design 

specialises in the design and manufacture of handcrafted upholstery and furniture for 

commercial interiors. Specified worldwide throughout the hospitality, leisure, retail and 

corporate sectors, Lyndon is renowned for its classic and simplistic designs, high-end 

quality and craftsmanship, together with its bespoke manufacturing capabilities. Established 

in 1982 and based in Cheltenham, the company boasts extensive design and woodwork 

facilities that combine traditional hand-crafted techniques with state-of-the-art CNC 

systems. For further information contact 01242 584897 or visit www.lyndon.co.uk 
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